Graduates Reﬂections
Beh Yng Yng
Email
From
Education
Experience

: byyng@misi.edu.my
: Malaysia
: BSc (U Malaya)
: Power Integrity Engineer (Designer), Intel

Harsukhvir Singh Godrei
Email
From
Education
Experience

: hgodrei@misi.edu.my
: Malaysia
: BE (UTN)
: Mech Engineer, Aker Solutions

M. Shahid Bashir
Email
From
Education
Experience
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: msbashir@misi.edu.my
: Pakistan
: MBA (LUMS) & BSc (GIKI)
: CEO, AB Ampere

"The holistic approach of coursework and industrial experience
offered by this program groomed me to be an excellent supply
chain professional. The lecturers are passionate in teaching
well-designed program of scientiﬁc and qualitative strategic
thinking modules."

“I'd like to express my heartiest gratitude to my classmates,
faculty, administration staff, thesis sponsor and every soul
along the way that shared this memorable journey with me.
Leaving a full time job going back to school was a tough choice
for me. This decision ended up being one of the best decision
I've made. In just 10 months I've gain abundance of in depth
knowledge of the supply chain ﬁeld from the angle of several
industries. The combination of top class faculty together with
the MIT curriculum, was the perfect ingredients in grooming a
supply chain professional. This program have exceeded my
expectations and I'm proud to be a MISI-ian!”

“The Supply Chain Masters program at MISI has empowered
me with the modern day analytical analysis tools that are
powerful for taking critical decisions. Having worked in my
manufacturing based start-up for ten years, I am optimistic to
leverage this newly learned knowledge for bringing excellence
in my work. The ﬁeld of Supply Chain has evolved in the past
few years and needs professional to ﬁll in the gaps. MISI
provides interested candidates with the right platform to
springboard their career to new heights. Indeed, it is tough
coping with the work pressures but once you put in the effort,
the results are quickly noticeable. I have observed a great deal
of collaboration and respect for MISI by its strategic industrial
partners, most of whom are blue chip companies. I leave MISI
with best wishes and hopes for prosperity.”

Manish Thapa
Email
From
Education
Experience

: mthapa@misi.edu.my
: India
: BE (Northumbria)
: Senior Marine Engineer, Artic Offshore

Melissa Cherisse Medford
Email
From
Education
Experience

: mcmedford@misi.edu.my
: Trinidad and Tobago
: BSc (West Indies)
: Country Manager, Divsa Group

Neha Arun Bhardwaj
Email
From
Education
Experience

: nabhardwaj@misi.edu.my
: India
: BSc and Masters (New Delhi U)
: Merchandiser, Buying House

“After working for almost nine years in the shipping industry, I
had almost reached saturation level in my work life and wanted
to learn something new and interesting. The decision to learn
about supply chain management at MISI was an easy decision
for me because of the institute’s MIT credential and
association. It was initially tough readjusting to studying after
being away from it for such a long time, but it got easier over
time with the help of my peers, the faculty and the
administration. Working on real industry problem as part of my
thesis gave me good practical experience on how to put my
learning into action and also exposed me to new analytical
tools. The multicultural, challenging and intense 10- month
experience has certainly changed me and helped me to get
prepared to tackle day to day challenges faced by the supply
chain world. Overall, my time at MISI was pleasant and
memorable.”

“For what purpose is to be had in mere existence, if we are to
progress in life striving for excellence”
It is an honour to approach the culmination of this milestone
experience, and forthcoming alumnus rank at the Malaysia
Institute for Supply Chain Innovation and MIT Global SCALE
Network. Considering that getting here for me meant a literal
trip around the world, twelve hours forward in time, I could not
be more appreciative of the committed faculty and ancillary
staff who, nobly availing a supportive, familial nucleus, took
vested interest in our personal advancement. An expertly
engineered, superbly coordinated curriculum delivered by
passionate educators provided a brilliant standard of
education well worth the sacriﬁce, spurring us on to be
champions of innovation, distinguished from the mundane.”

"I truly believe that deciding to take on this Masters course is
one of the best decisions that I have made in my life so far. It
exposed me to a wide array of new experiences and
knowledge that would have been otherwise nearly impossible
to achieve in such a short amount of time. It is amazing to see
how much I have evolved as a person from the time I embarked
on this journey, in terms of the way I perceive things around me
today. This course equips you with just the right skills and
opens your mind to a new world giving you the freedom to
explore and stretch your limits. Among all the things I learned
here, the one lesson I will always cherish is – “There is no right
or a wrong answer, it all depends…”
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Olajide Olugbenga Oyeyipo
Email
From
Education
Experience

: oooyeyipo@misi.edu.my
: Nigeria
: BSc (U of Lagos)
: Project Delivery Manager, Nokia

Phani Vennela Nimmagadda
Email
From
Education
Experience

: pvnimmagadda@misi.edu.my
: India
: Btech (NIT)
: Manager, Tata Motors

“I made real friends at MISI. real friends! I'm looking forward to
the time i get asked to recommend someone for a leadership
role in an organization. My mind will go ﬁrst to MISI class of
2017! Whether it’s been the fun times or the sleepless nights to
meet crazy deadlines, we have supported each other and we
always came out on top.
The learning does not stop here for me. There is so much I
have learnt in this program and so much I want to go over again
and again till its internalized. That’s how much i value the
quality of education received at MISI.”

“Past 10 months, I should say have been the most impactful
and rewarding years of my life. What made this journey really
splendid for me were the people and the curriculum.
Professors at MISI never failed to keep our learning curves
steep and kept pushing us to rediscover our capabilities and
helped us to turn into true supply chain professionals. The
curriculum was designed on par with MIT standards that gave
us a perfect blend of theoretical and practical exposure to the
world of supply chain.
IAP at MIT Boston was another memorable experience that
helped us to interact with industry leaders and amazing people
from different nationalities, broadening our horizon in the
supply chain domain. I thank MISI for giving me an opportunity
to be a part of this wonderful program, leaving me with a bunch
of friends for the lifetime and memorable moments to cherish.”

Sowjanya Bhamidipati
Email
From
Education
Experience
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: sibhamidipati@misi.edu.my
: India
: Btech (NIT)
: Manager, Tata Motors

"The course curriculum deﬁnitely matched my expectations by
equipping us with scientiﬁc approaches to solve real life supply
chain problems. Visiting professors from MIT, other scale
institutes and residential faculty at MISI helped me build strong
technical skills. After meeting peers from other scale centres at
IAP, I am happy to say that the faculty and the on campus
facilities offered by MISI are among the best. With further
efforts from students and the management, I strongly believe
that MISI will be one of the best centres globally for education
in supply chain management. ”

